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MORNING SESSIONS 

 
09:00 – 
09:30 

 
Registration (trade stands, coffee and networking) 

 
 

Site visit 
 

A1  

Site Visit 
 

B1 

 
 
09:30- 10:00 

 
Key Note  

 
TBC 

 

Digital Placemaking for Health, 
Wellbeing and the Natural Environment 

 
Jo Morrison, 

 Calvium,  
 

*This session will start at 09:30 and the 
delegates will travel to Porth Teigr.  This 

session ends at 11:30 
 

 

Social Prescribing for 
Dementia - Walking the Walk  

Natalie Rees,  
Natural Resource Wales 

 
 

*This session will start at 09:30 
and the delegates will travel to 

destination.  This session ends at 
11:30 

10:05 - 
10:50 

How can we build a naturally healthy 
environment 

 
Andy Netherton 

PHE England 

FitzPark: How small spaces can have a 
big impact on well-being 

 
Emily Woodason, Romy Rawlings 

Arup, Vestre 
 
 
 
 
 

Techniques for the creation of Blue and 
Green Infrastructure within the Urban 

Environment’   
 

Phil Tomlinson 
Polypipe 

Virtual Reality and Well Being 
 

Prof Bob Stone 
University of Birmingham  

 
10:50 – 
11:10                

 
Demo Tables 
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B R E A K 
 

11:10-11:55 Urban Mind Researching and creating 
healthier cities and the role of the 

Landscape Architect 
 

Neil Davidson 
J&L Gibbons 

Nature and Place Making 
  

 
Alun Jones, Cleve West 

Dow Jones Architects/Cleve West 
 

 

Value of Place Health & Wellbeing- a 
Developers Perspective 

 
Michael Chang  

TCPA 

Maximising Landscapes 
Contribution to Health and 

Wellbeing  
Lee Parry-Williams 

Public Health Wales 
 
 

AFTERNOON SESSIONS      

 
 
12:00- 13:00                                 

 
L U N C H       B R E A K 

Site Visit 
 

A2 

Site Visit 
 

B2 

 
 
 
12:30-13:00                                             

 

Understanding and measuring the positive impact of well managed green 
space on physical and mental well-being 

 
Alan Carter 
Land Trust 

Digital Placemaking for Health, 
Wellbeing and the Natural Environment 

 
Jo Morrison, 

 Calvium,  
 

*This session will start at 12:30 and the 
delegates will travel to Porth Teigr.  This 

session ends at 14:30 
 

Social Prescribing for 
Dementia - Walking the Walk 

Natalie Rees,  
Natural Resource Wales 

 
*This session will start at 12:30 
and the delegates will travel to 

destination.  This session ends at 
14:30 

 
13:00-13:45 Virtual Reality and Well Being 

 
Prof Bob Stone 

University of Birmingham  
 

The contribution of trees to healthier 
lives and happier places 

 
Richard Barnes 
Woodland Trust 

 

The lean, green BID machine – practical 
examples of BID initiatives in improving 

public realm and a healthy workforce  
 

Adrian Field 
FOR Cardiff 

 

How can we build a naturally 
healthy environment 

 
Andy Netherton 

PHE England 
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13:45-14:30 Nature and Place Making 
  

 
Alun Jones, Cleve West 

Dow Jones Architects/Cleve West 
 

Urban Mind Researching and creating 
healthier cities and the role of the 

Landscape Architect 
 

Neil Davidson 
J&L Gibbons 

Workshop: Bristol Approach to Citizen 
Sensing, Air Quality 

 
Zoe Gross Banks and Emmeline Rodman 

KWMC 

Leafy Cities, Healthy Places 
 

Howard Gray 
Green Blue Urban 

 
14:30-15:00             

 
Demo Tables 

 
 

B R E A K 
 

 
 

15:00-15:45 Value of Place Health & Wellbeing- a 
Developers Perspective 

 
Michael Chang  

TCPA 

The contribution of trees to healthier 
lives and happier places 

 
Richard Barnes 
Woodland Trust 

 

FitzPark: How small spaces can have a 
big impact on well-being 

 
Emily Woodason, Romy Rawlings 

Arup, Vestre 
 

Techniques for the creation of 
Blue and Green Infrastructure 

within the Urban Environment’   
 

Phil Tomlinson 
Polypipe 

15:50-16:35 The lean, green BID machine – 
practical examples of BID initiatives in 
improving public realm and a healthy 

workforce 
 

Adrian Field 
FOR Cardiff 

 

Maximising Landscapes Contribution to 
Health and Wellbeing  

 
Lee Parry-Williams 

Public Health Wales 

Workshop: Bristol Approach to Citizen 
Sensing, Air Quality 

 
Zoe Gross Banks and Emmeline Rodman 

KWMC 

Leafy Cities, Healthy Places 
 

Howard Gray 
Green Blue Urban  

 
 

 
*16:35 – 
17:00                                                                

 
Networking  
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Session Details 

 

Digital Placemaking for Health, Wellbeing and the Natural Environment 

     Jo Morrison, Calvium 

 

Session Summary –  On site at Porth Teigr, this collaborative workshop explores how the creative use of digital technologies can enhance people’s experience of public space. 

Before imagining and designing their own digitally enabled interventions that support health and wellbeing at the site, participants will learn how digital placemaking is 

already being applied worldwide - including Porth Teigr itself!  

Learning outcomes: 

1. Recognise and appreciate the ways in which location-specific digital products and services can enhance people’s experience of place. 

2. Identify ways for digital technologies to support people’s health and wellbeing and the natural environment of Porth Teigr. 

3. Design simple prototypes to demonstrate and communicate first stage digital placemaking interventions. 

Speaker Biography –  

Dr. Jo Morrison is Programme Director : Digital Innovation at Calvium. Jo operates at the intersection of research, design and enterprise. Focusing on digital innovation and 

multidisciplinary collaboration, she creates and delivers successful strategies and projects to maximise impact, accelerate growth and create rich customer experiences 

across a range of sectors - including the built environment, the creative and cultural industries and education. 
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Discovering the opportunities and value that bespoke digital placemaking affords clients involved in urban developments, regeneration and heritage is a core area of her 

work - with the aim of creating more pleasurable, sustainable and citizen-centred places.  

Previously, Jo was Digital Projects Director at CSM, University of the Arts London and founding Creative Director of Futurelab. Her research is centred around the 

relationships between people, place and technologies. 

 

Social Prescribing for Dementia - Walking the Walk  

Natalie Rees, Natural Resources Wales 

 

Session Summary –   

Join Natural Resources Wales’ Wellbeing of Future Generations Development Officer Natalie Rees on a walk around the Historic Bute East Dock.  

A project is in development to improve the area around the historic Bute East Dock in Cardiff as Wales’ First Dementia Friendly Blue Space. The Dock built in 1855 allowed 2 

million tonnes of coal to be exported from Cardiff and created one of the biggest coal exporting Docks in the world.   

 

The project will look to improve the enclosed, flat 1.2 mile circular route – repairing railings, adding way-marking and additional seating as well as a toilet block and water 

fountains. The Dock has a private fishery and Dementia Friends training is being offered to licence holders and local businesses. Along the Central link road there will be 

additional tree planting to reduce noise.  

 

Projects like this offer multiple benefits – this will be a safe space for our Public Service Board Partner Cardiff and Vale Health Board to arrange Dementia Walks and 

Reminiscence Walks for Service Users. The area will be better promoted as a friendly walking route this will be beneficial to partners in the Local Authority whose office sits 

on the Dock and this will benefit local residents – this is a beautiful and accessible walk in an area with a very diverse urban community – this diversity is a result of the Docks 

and the workers from 45 countries that worked in and around the Docks – we are working with Cardiff Story Museum on interpretation materials that will tell the story of the 

Dock and the communities that built up around it and share that with older people whose families may have worked at the Dock until its closure in the 1970’s 
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At the end of this session delegates will be able to : 

 

1) Have a wider understanding of the issues people living with Dementia face accessing the natural environment.  

2) Understand how the Wellbeing of Future Generations Act is being delivered by Public Service Boards on the ground 

3) Understand how simple changes can create accessible spaces for all   

 

Speaker Biography 

Natalie Rees is the Wellbeing of Future Generations Development Officer for Natural Resources Wales. Natalie works with other Public Service Board Partners to deliver local 

objectives set out in Local Wellbeing Plans under the Wellbeing of Future Generations Act. Natalie has been working in the environment sector since 2002.  

 

Natalie has a degree in Environmental Conservations and a Masters in Climate Change and Sustainable Development and is a Full Member of the Institute of Environmental 

Sciences.  
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How can we build a naturally healthy environment  

         Andy Netherton, Public Health England 

 

Session Summary –   

•Evidence for nature and health 

•PHE & national priorities 

•Health impact assessment, useful or another tick box exercise 

•Interactive session to explore designing in nature and health  

 

Speaker Biography 

Andy works as part of the Public Health England (PHE) South West Centre, responsible for leading a regional approach to place based public health, sustainability and climate 

change. This involves aspects of the built / natural environment and the communities in which people live. This involves working with other regional professional bodies, 

academics, voluntary sector, local authorities and the NHS to maximise the potential health benefits from where we live.  

Current projects include working with local authority public health teams on local planning policy reviews, regional approach to health impact assessments, NHS Healthy New 

Towns Programme, provision of local training and development and assisting with the expansion of social prescribing across the south west.  Andy is one of the PHE 

representatives working with DEFRA to deliver Chapter 3 of the DEFRA 25 Year Environment Plan 
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Andy has worked for PHE for just over 2 years, and previously worked as an Environmental Health Officer for local authorities, where he worked closely with planning 

colleagues and securing the adoption of Council wide policies and strategies on a number of health related issues. Andy is a member of the Chartered Institute of 

Environmental health, has been a CIEH appointed student assessor and sat on CIEH expert panels. He also completed a two year secondment to the Health and Safety 

Executive (HSE) where he worked on the regional delivery of a number of national programmes. 

 

FitzPark: How small spaces can have a big impact on well-being 

        Emily Woodason, Arup,           Romy Rawlings Vestre 

 

Session Summary –   

FitzPark is a temporary installation that has transformed a delivery bay on a busy, urban street into a pop-up park. The parklet promotes the delivery of temporary public-

realm installations quickly and cost effectively to inspire new sustainable streetscape design, aligning with the London Mayor’s Healthy Streets approach.  

 

A pre and post evaluation study of FitzPark revealed success in achieving: 

• Enhanced walkability and opportunities for seating resulting in a 41% increase in self-reported wellbeing; 

• A 23% increase in users dwelling in the street, helping foster community interaction and provide economic benefits to local businesses; 

• A rapid colonisation of wildlife supporting climate change adaptation and increasing biodiversity;  

• Improved look and feel of the local environment with 100% of neighbouring businesses supporting the scheme. 

Speaker Biography(s)  

Emily Woodason  
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Emily is a senior Landscape Architect at the design, engineering and consultancy firm Arup. She has ten years’ experience working on a variety of projects in the UK and 

internationally from high level strategic planning through to technical detailed design. Through this she has developed an ability to resolve urban problems at a depth of 

levels and with an understanding of the entire build cycle. 

Emily currently manages and leads on a number of public realm projects including ‘Streets for People’ which forms part of the wider Arup ‘Cities Alive’ initiative which takes a 

human-centred approach to rethinking how we should design and manage cities in the future. Through this work she has a strong understanding of the coordinated 

approach required to plan and deliver streetscape enhancements including the benefits of temporal landscape installations in measuring value and gaining wider support for 

long-term public realm improvement.   

 

Romy Rawlings 

Romy Rawlings is a Chartered Landscape Architect and UK Business Development Manager for Vestre, a Norwegian manufacturer of street furniture. Romy’s 25-year career 

has been based in the landscape sector, with the last decade being spent predominantly with manufacturers.  

Romy is a Green Flag judge, an Ambassador for the Landscape Institute, member of the LI’s Digital Practice working group and Chair of their Diversity & Inclusivity working 

group.  

Passionate about the impact of good design (and delivery) upon those using outdoor spaces, Romy strives to promote best practice in every aspect of her work and believes 

landscape architects are well placed to counter many of today’s global issues through their everyday work – urbanisation, climate change, water and food security, 

enhancement of natural habitats for biodiversity etc. 

 

     Phil Tomlinson, Polypipe 

 

Session Summary –   
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This seminar will show how Polypipe’s range of stormwater management systems can be used to collect and store water for use in the creation of green infrastructure. The 

audience will be presented with the simple message ‘without water, plants stop growing, stop cooling, stop flowering and stop removing pollutants’, they will be shown 

examples of real life installations to prove that through continued research and development, blue and green design can be used to ensure that we introduce the best 

systems to include trees and plants in to each and every development. 

At the end of this session delegates will be able to: 

1) Have an understanding of shallow, ‘source control’ stormwater management systems and their many benefits in terms of controlling surface water run-off and improving 

water quality. 

2) Discuss how stormwater may be integrated with Green Infrastructure within hard landscaping, rooftops and sport/ play areas to provide healthier urban environments.  

3) Define the many benefits that can be delivered through the protection of existing and the creation of new green infrastructure within our towns and cities. 

Speaker Biography(s)  

From 2014 – 2018 Phil Tomlinson was Managing Director of InfraGreen Limited a company focused on the design and supply of water management and green infrastructure 

solutions. Prior to the launch of InfraGreen, Phil worked for InfraGreen’s parent company, Permavoid, with responsibility for developing Permavoid’s UK business across a 

range of market sectors including highways, residential, sports and arboriculture. In 2011 he was involved in the first installation of the ‘ArborRaft’ tree planting system in the 

UK within the London Borough of Southwark. 

  

During his early career Phil worked for Aggregate Industries, holding a range of both operational and commercial roles. During the period 2005 to 2010 he led the team 

responsible for developing Aggregate Industries into a leading supplier of Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS). Phil was responsible for the production of the Aggregate 

Industries SuDS Design guide, he has co-authored a technical paper on the development of geo cellular sub-base replacement systems and he was a member of the steering 

committee responsible for delivering the UK Highways Agency research and report on the use of ‘Reservoir Pavements’ for storm water attenuation. 

In 2018 InfraGreen was acquired by the Polypipe Group and Phil is now responsible for the InfraGreen Business within Polypipe Civils.   
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Virtual Reality and Well Being  

 

             Prof Bob Stone , University of Birmingham 

 

Session Summary –   

In this lecture/workshop, Prof. Stone and colleagues will explore the technologies of Virtual, Augmented and Mixed Reality (VR, AR and MR), plus 360 “panoramic” image and 

video techniques focusing on their use and application in delivering scenes of nature, based on real and conceptual landscapes to end users for the purposes of relaxation, 

cognitive restoration and rehabilitation,.  They will also present examples of the growing link between their “scenes of virtual” nature research and the expanding field of 

Virtual Heritage, enabling long-lost sites and artefacts from the past to be brought to life, not only for historical education purposes, but also with the aim of encouraging 

individuals to exercise by exploring rural areas to a greater extent than they might do otherwise.  “Hands-on” demonstrations of recent projects will be available for 

attendees to experience a range of VR technologies. 

  

At the end of this session delegates will be able to: 

1) Understand the importance of the natural environment, both real and virtual, for human health and well-being.  

2) Understand the importance of human-centred design in the definition of virtual scene fidelity and the appropriate selection of interactive hardware for data input and 

data display. 

3) Be able to discuss and raise awareness of the power of techniques such as VR, AR and MR, together with 360 panoramic imaging in supporting cognitive restoration and 

physical rehabilitation. 

4) Locate and access assets from online 3D and VR rendering sites for development purposes, illustrated using recent student project examples in the rapid development of 

virtual environments for healthcare applications.  
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Speaker Biography  

Bob Stone, a Chartered Psychologist, Human Factors specialist and a 30+-year veteran of the international Virtual, Augmented and Mixed Reality community, is Professor of 

Interactive Multimedia Systems at the University of Birmingham, where he is also Director of the Human Interface Technologies (HIT) Team.  In 1993, Bob established the 

world’s first industrial VR team at the UK’s National Advanced Robotics Centre, following an appearance on the BBC’s 9 O’Clock News.  For many years he was the Scientific 

Director of a small British VR company, until, in 2003, he decided to join academia with the goal of introducing real-world lessons learned, stakeholder experiences and the 

importance of “impact” into VR research and teaching.       Bob and his team adopt a very pragmatic approach to research, particularly in the defence, healthcare and 

heritage sectors, and they regularly spend time conducting studies in the field alongside subject matter experts.  This approach has taken Bob from Royal Navy vessels 

conducting close-range weapons and missile trials to underwater operations onboard submarines and rescue submersibles; from oil and gas support platforms in the North 

Sea to remotely operated vehicle trials in the waters around Scotland; and from search-and-rescue helicopters over the mountains and coasts of Wales and Cornwall to 

operating theatres and medical units throughout the UK, US and South Africa.  As well as his research into novel Virtual, Augmented and Mixed Reality solutions for real-

world applications, Bob and his team also specialise in applications and developments of unmanned systems technologies, including small UAVs and remotely controlled 

submersibles.  Today, Bob works closely with the Royal Centre for Defence Medicine and various UK hospitals, researching the use of VR for physical and mental health 

restoration and rehabilitation, and for the training of future Medical Emergency Response Teams.  Amongst his many awards, in 20003, Bob was awarded the Laval Virtual 

Trophée d’Honneur and, in 2011, the UK Ministry of Defence Chief Scientific Advisor’s Commendation for his contributions to Defence Science & Technology, the highest 

award given to an individual by that Governmental Department.  In July 2017, Bob and his team were awarded the West Midlands Academic Health Science Network 

Innovative Team of the Year Award, in recognition of their achievements in the Virtual healthcare arena.  In March 2018, Bob was awarded the Medical LiveWire Global 

Award for "Excellence in VR Healthcare Technology”. 

 

The contribution of trees to healthier lives and happier places 

             Richard Barnes , The Woodland Trust 

 

Session Summary –  This session will focus on the benefits of urban trees, for people, for the environment and for wildlife. It will look at the need to increase the canopy 

cover in our towns and cities and examine the pressures and barriers and case studies of how these can be overcome. 
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Giving live and emerging examples from a range of UK cities it will show how a shared ambition and strong policies and partnerships can deliver more trees in urban settings 

 

Speaker Biography -  Richard Barnes has worked for the Woodland Trust as a Senior Conservation Adviser since 2011. He has worked in the environment sector since 1986, 

including for two London boroughs, the Greater London Authority and the charity sector (including voluntarily as a Trustee). Richard has given evidence to the Environmental 

Audit Committee and both HS2 Bill Committees in relation to Phase 1 of HS2, and to the Communities and Local Government Committee in relation to the National Planning 

Policy Framework (NPPF). He is a Chartered Biologist, and a full member of the Chartered Institute of Ecology and Environmental Management 

 

 

 

Leveraging public-private collaboration for healthy places    

 

       Michael Chang, TCPA 

 

Session Summary –   

This interactive session will highlight inclusive partnerships to form land use, transportation, and design frameworks that inform practical delivery and spur private sector 

investment. Specific attention will focus on elements of planning and development of healthy places to support healthier living, transport and land use planning at the 

regional level, and human health and wellness buildings. There are emerging examples of how alignment of planning regulatory measures with private investment capacity 

has been driving collaborations between planning authorities and private sector, and transforming business models in an era of constrained public sector resources. This 

session will outline examples from the TCPA's recent Developers and Wellbeing project which engaged in a collaboration between councils and their development partners.  
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At the end of this session delegates will be able to : 

1) Have a wider appreciation and understanding of development perspective on the value of healthy natural places.  

2) Discuss engagement methods to foster private sector consensus and commitment to future generations of healthy towns and communities. 

3). Define what public-private collaboration performance measures and strategies are needed to successfully implement healthy new towns in any political, social, economic, 

environmental, technological and spatial contexts. 

  

Speaker Biography  

Michael is a Chartered Town Planner and Honorary Member of the UK Faculty of Public Health. Michael leads TCPA's Reuniting Health with Planning initiative of stakeholder 

engagement, policy research and giving high level event presentations, and was seconded to Public Health England in 2016. He has produced guidance publications on 

delivering healthy places including Planning Healthy Weight Environments, and Developers and Wellbeing involving UK health agencies, planning authorities and developers. 

He is the main lead working with NHS England on developing built environment guidance for the next generation of healthy new towns, and is also currently undertaking a 

Master by Research at Leeds Beckett on planning healthy weight environments.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Urban Mind Researching and creating healthier cities and the role of the Landscape Architect 
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     Neil Davidson, Urban Mind 

 

 

Synopsis: 

In this session Neil Davidson, will introduce the international cross-disciplinary research project Urban Mind. This collaboration between King’s College London, landscape 

architects J&L Gibbons and arts foundation Nomad Projects, uses an app to measures your experience of urban or rural living in the moment. 

During the session Neil will explain the role that participants play as citizen scientists during the research and the techniques used to capture data. He will explain how this 

data helps us understand better the factors in the environment that impact mental health and wellbeing and will explore how these results will be used to inform new 

approaches to clinical intervention and inform the planning and design of healthier cities.  

 

Learning outcomes: 

1. An introduction to mental wellbeing as a design consideration for cities and rural landscapes 

2. Insights into the process of digital data analysis combining real-time data capture and geotagged spatial data  

3. Opportunities to connect research and practice across the fields of wellbeing and landscape architecture 

4. Opportunities to influence policy and project implementation  

 

Biog:  

Neil Davidson is a landscape architect and partner of J & L Gibbons and director of Landscape Learn. He trained at Edinburgh College of Art. He has lead on projects that 

include sub-regional strategic plans for London, public parks and higher education projects. He is particularly experienced in the assessment, design, conservation and 
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management of a wide range of historic and statutorily protected landscapes, parks and gardens. Neil is interested in a collaborative design approach that reveals synergies 

between the natural, built, social and cultural environment, using thorough research to explore the use of historic narratives in a contemporary context. 

He is a founder of Urban Mind a cross-disciplinary project investigating how the urban environment affects mental wellbeing. Neil maintains strong links with education. He 

led a diploma unit at the Architectural Association and has been a guest lecturer at the University of Cambridge, CASS and Edinburgh College of Art. Neil is a Built 

Environment Expert for CABE at the Design Council and a trustee of the Bethnal Green Nature Reserve Trust. 

 

Nature and Place Making 

       Alun Jones, Cleve West, Dow Jones Architects 

 

Summary -  

Alun Jones of Dow Jones Architects and Cleve West will talk about ideas that place landscape design at the heart of an architecture project. Together Alun and Cleve are 

making the new Maggie’s Cancer Care Centre in Cardiff, they will talk about their collaboration on the design of this building and the role nature plays in making therapeutic 

places. 

Biography –  

Alun Jones 

Alun was born in Caerphilly, and studied architecture at the University of Cambridge and at the University of Bath.  

He established Dow Jones Architects in 2000, and their wide-ranging body of work has won numerous awards and been published internationally. They have developed a 

reputation for making carefully crafted contemporary architecture often in complex heritage settings. Their work has a strong interest in the relationship between materials 

and place and what this might say about culture. 

They have recently completed the redevelopment of the Garden Museum in London and they are working on the Maggie’s Centre in Cardiff, opening early in 2019. Their 

work has taken them as far afield as France, Corfu, Austria and Ethiopia. 
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Alun has taught at a number of schools of architecture in the UK and Ireland and has lectured about on the work of the practice at a number of locations in Europe and China. 

Alun is a Civic Trust Award assessor and sits on the South Downs National Parks Design Review Committee. In 2018 he judged the architecture Gold Medal at the National 

Eisteddfod. 

 

Cleve West 

Cleve West is a landscape designer whose creative use of space and imaginative planting have put him at the forefront of contemporary garden design in the UK.  Trained at 

the Royal Botanic Gardens Kew under the tutorship of John Brookes, he has won a total of nine RHS Gold Medals (six at the Chelsea Flower Show) and three awards for 

innovative garden design. His garden for Bupa at the Chelsea Flower Show in 2008 won the BBC/RHS “People's Choice” award and he has won the coveted “Best in Show” 

two years in succession for The Telegraph in 2011 and Brewin Dolphin in 2012.  His paradise-themed garden and homage to Exmoor both won Gold Medals for the Chelsea 

Flower Show’s main sponsor, M&G Investments in 2014 and 2016 respectively. 

Sustainability is the corner stone of Cleve’s philosophy. He uses local materials wherever possible and carefully selects plants that work in their surroundings. His planting 

schemes will always be guided by existing flora and local conditions especially where bio-diversity is an issue. 

Collaboration with artists, architects and craftsmen is also an important element in any design. Cleve has developed a close bond with nurseries, suppliers, artists and 

contractors to achieve reliability and excellence in quality and afterwards to maintain and manage the garden to a high standard.   

One of his more recent projects is Horatio's Garden (at the Duke of Cornwall's Spinal Treatment Centre, Salisbury) which won three Society of Garden Designers Awards in 

2015 and he is currently designing a garden for a new Maggie’s Centre, designed by Dow Jones Architects in Cardiff. 

 

Maximising Landscapes Contribution to Health and Wellbeing  

 Lee Parry-Williams, Public Health Wales 

 

Summary -  
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The workshop will explore the question, could Health Impact Assessment (HIA) methodology be used to both strengthen and inform the planning and decision making 

process within place making to maximise health and wellbeing outcomes? To help frame the discussions attendees will be given a brief introduction to the concept of Health 

in All Policies (HiAP) and the principles and process of HIA.  This will be followed by insight gained from a case study where HIA methodology was applied within the 

development of a green open space as part of a wider regeneration project. The presentation will be followed by group discussion on how the contribution from landscape to 

health and wellbeing is translated from the theory into practise and could HIA methodology support maximising  landscapes contribution to health and wellbeing outcomes.   

 

Learning Outcomes –  

• Gained insight into HiAP and HIA 

• Gained understanding how HIA can contribute to maximising health and wellbeing outcomes  

• Gained understanding of how HIA methodology can be applied  

• Identify potential opportunities to apply the HiAP concept and  HIA methodology in the context of their professional practise in the landscaping sector   

 

Biography –  

Lee has worked in the field of public health since 2001 and joined Wales Health Impact Assessment Support Unit (WHIASU)  in 2015.  Following graduation in 2000 Lee 

worked as a community health development practitioner on a number of Welsh Government funded health improvement programmes before joining the North Wales Public 

Health Team in 2008.  It was whilst working in Conwy in 2006 that Lee was first introduced to HIA. Since then she has undertaken further training and applied HIA across 

various settings including the voluntary sector, planning, health and local authorities. As part of the WHIASU team Lee is now involved in delivering HIA training, supporting 

and facilitating HIA’s and advocacy of HIA with wider partners.  

 

Understanding and measuring the positive impact of well managed green space on physical and mental well-being 
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   Alan Carter, Land Trust 

 

Summary - This session will focus on the Land Trust’s innovative two-year Health for Life project that was run at the Countess of Chester County Park and academically 

evaluated by the Natural Health Service Centre of Excellence. The £70,000 programme saw nearly 700 different events and sessions organised at the park for the public and 

NHS staff from the nearby hospital. Nearly 300 participants took part in the study with their health and wellbeing measured at the start and end of an 8-12 week programme. 

Learning Outcomes –  

• Have a better understanding of the positive impact spending time outdoors can have on mental health in particular 

• Understand how the project was academically evaluated  

• The long term positive impact this could have in the future, including significant savings for the NHS through social prescribing 

 

Biography – Alan Carter is Director of Portfolio Management for the Land Trust, a charity that provides a cost effective management solution for open space and green 

infrastructure. Alan is responsible for the Land Trust’s estates portfolio, ensuring that its sites are managed safely and efficiently, but most importantly delivers measurable 

and sustainable impacts across all its five charitable aims for the local communities who live and work around the sites. As part of this, Alan is working on a number of 

significant national partnership programmes with our members and stakeholders, is responsible for our communications and marketing as well as ensuring our fundraising 

projects deliver increased charitable outcomes and we ensure we understand the social value which is delivered.  

 

Alan is a qualified chartered surveyor and prior to his current role, worked for British Waterways (now the Canal and River Trust) as a Business Development Manager. 
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The lean, green BID machine – practical examples of BID initiatives in improving public realm and a healthy workforce  

       Adrian Field, FOR Cardiff 

 

Summary -  

Adrian Field from FOR Cardiff, the city centre’s Business Improvement District (BID) will be informing delegates of the schemes that they have already delivered to as well as 

outline their future plans. These include the management of St. Nicholas Gardens in the heart of the centre which aims to be a pocket park to encourage employees to move 

away from their desks and counters on lunchbreaks through the use of green space, street entertainment and exercise classes in a relaxed environment. They have also led 

on a project to recycle abandoned bikes, funded the installation of hanging baskets, planters and have a programme of deep cleansing to remove graffiti and other detritus. 

They were also highly influential in delivering the successful Wild in Art scheme Tails in Wales which created a trail whilst raising funds for local hospice Ty Hafan. Future 

plans include an Employee Loyalty Scheme, painting the rail bridges and undertaking further murals in areas in need of sprucing up.  

 

Delegates will also have an insight into other public realm schemes where other BIDs in the UK have led or worked in partnership. Examples of clean air initiatives, 

regenerating neglected streets and schemes to improve the health and well-being of employees and the public will be demonstrated with the aim of seeing if they can be 

replicated elsewhere. 

At the end of this session delegates will be able to : 

 

1. Understand how BIDs can influence the public realm in a variety of ways. 

2. Witness examples of a variety of public realm schemes delivered by BIDs around the UK which enhance the aesthetics of an area and the associated health benefits. 

3. Look at future plans for schemes in Cardiff city centre.  
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Biography –  

Adrian Field is the Executive Director of FOR Cardiff, the capital city’s Business Improvement District (BID) which began in December 2016. Their three key themes are to 

make the city more vibrant, welcoming and to ensure that their work on behalf of businesses helps influence key decisions. It is the 6th largest BID in the UK in terms of the 

number of levy paying businesses and levy income and has already received national recognition for project delivery. 

Adrian has a degree in Economics and Geography and has been involved in BIDs and Town Centre Management for 14 years having previously headed up Worcester BID and 

been Warwick’s Town Centre Manager. He sits on the Council of the Institute of Place Management (IPM). 

 

Workshop:  Bristol Approach to Citizen Sensing, Air Quality 

       Zoe Banks Gross,      Emmeline Rodman, KWMC 

 

Summary - This is an introduction to The Bristol Approach, it is people-led and issue-led. At the heart of The Bristol Approach is the idea of the ‘commons’. The Bristol 

Approach stems from a belief that the city is a place of abundance where so many resources, skills, tools and knowledge already exist. Instead of reinventing the wheel, the 

Approach asks: 

  

• How can we work together to use what’s already in our cities and connect the right people to create new resources that will address what’s missing? 

• How can we ensure new technologies, tools and systems work for the common good? 

  

Learning Outcomes: We can tailor the workshops to go through the six phases of The Approach or use it to focus on the most relevant aspects that fit the needs and priorities 

of participants.  
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Potential outcomes include 

• finding out what issues are affecting your area and how they could be ‘sensed’ 

• developing skills around data and sensing 

• making sense of data through storytelling and visualisation 

 

Biography –  

Zoe Banks Gross is the Community Engagement Manager at KWMC. Zoe is responsible for ensuring that our programme of work has excellent engagement with local 

communities, our activities promote digital and social inclusion, and the team work collaboratively, both internally and externally. 

After working as an aquatic ecologist and in environmental management for 15 years, Zoe shifted to working in the community sector five years ago. She’s passionate about 

social justice, health, and sustainability, and how these intersect. Her work focuses at the grass roots level to empower people to take action about their home, street or 

neighbourhood. She also works closely with city and national partners to connect our programme to wider initiatives, and she often represents and promotes the work of 

KWMC and Bristol. 

Emmeline Rodman is a Learning Manager at KWMC. Her role supports communities across Bristol to connect with one another, upskill and learn more about the potential of 

technology and how it can benefit everyday life.    

   

After studying creative advertising and fine art, she began an art practice of photography, sculpture and illustration. She has exhibited at the Royal College of Art and has 

worked as an illustrator in Norway. Emmeline developed a secondary career in teaching and lectures at the University of the Arts London and University of South Wales.   

  

Her practice as an artist and skills as a University Lecturer synthesise for creative delivery of digital skills training.  Her work helps people using new technologies, supporting 

social change and developing resources for their neighbourhoods and city.  
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Leafy Cities: Healthy Places 

        Howard Gray, Green Blue Urban 

 

Summary -  

This session covers the essentiality of investment in correct tree planting to provide long term benefits for all who live work and play in our urban environments. Includes 

case studies showing how good tree planting has rapidly repaid the investor, and drastically improved quality of life for residents. Simple overview of best practice principles, 

and benefits accruing both in terms of monetary and health. 

 

Learning Outcomes: 

1. Appreciation of health benefits from increased canopy cover 

2. Understanding that trees can happily co-exist with below ground constraints 

3. Enhanced valuation of the way that canopy cover drastically reduces pressure on storm water drainage 

 

 

Biography –  

Howard is an enthusiast for urban trees. He has been planting trees in urban areas for over 40 years, and is passionate about making sure that every tree has the same 

opportunity of realising its species potential. Understanding the many conflicts, both financial and engineering, with planting in our congested towns and cities, he is able to 

work with designers and contractors to achieve the best result – for now and for future generations; wise men plant trees they know they will never sit in the shade of. 
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SPECIAL THANKS TO OUR SPONSORS 

Headline Sponsor Polypipe:  

Since 2004, Polypipe has been successfully manufacturing engineered Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems (SuDS) to support the construction industry at every stage of its 
growth. With continuous research and development, we have become the market leader in water management solutions designing drainage systems that successfully meet 
the requirements of today’s construction markets.   
The increase in urbanisation has pushed our innovation skills further to develop new technology. To engineer enhanced systems that make space for water and develop 
systems that create and sustain important Green Infrastructure.  
   
There’s positive movement towards making cities in the UK and around the world more resilient. We’re seeing Green walls, Blue-Green roofs, natural swales and rain 
gardens that intercept water run-off, whilst permeable pavements allow water to pass through to the soil below. Rainwater is intercepted at ground level for reuse on 
rooftops and inside our tallest buildings, all helping to mitigate the impact of climate change and reinforcing a positive outcome for a growing population.   
   
At Polypipe, we’re evolving to meet the challenges through clever design and making space for water to capture it, store it and re-use it.   
www.polypipe.com/green-infrastructure 
 

 

 

 

Headline Sponsor Green Blue Urban:  

Founded in 1992 Greenblue Urban was set up to research and provide solutions for assisting trees in their battle to establish in urban spaces.  Onsite manufacturing using 
100% recycled materials allows global distribution along with continuous product development ensures that specifiers and clients alike are using the best tree pit package 
products available in the world.    

http://www.polypipe.com/green-infrastructure
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The GreenBlue Urban Arborsystem brings together the key elements of successful tree pit design and simplifies the planning and installation process.   Landscape 
professionals can combine SUDS, root management, structural soil components, aeration, irrigation and chose an appropriate above ground surface grille and vertical guard 
in a single package.   
   
To discover more on our innovative products please visit www.greenblue.com  
  
Enquiries@greenblueurban.com   
+44 1580 830 800   
  
 

Live Stream Sponsor, Vestre: 

Vestre helps create sustainable, green, democratic and inclusive meeting places that bridge social and cultural divides to facilitate conversation and activity. Inspired by 
Nordic nature and simplicity, Vestre has been making lasting, quality outdoor furniture for generations. We strive to be the world’s most sustainable outdoor furniture 
manufacturer so we never take shortcuts or compromise when it comes to material quality, lifespan and the environment. Our products are manufactured only in 
Scandinavia, using top quality materials and Vestre is the first company to manufacture climate-neutral outdoor furniture.   
The wild climate of Scandinavia has inspired us to develop products that require minimal maintenance, and withstand even the toughest environments; our lengthy 
warranties are evidence of our commitment to designing for life. Yet none of this comes at the expense of stunning design. We collaborate with leading Nordic designers and 
several of our ranges are award-winning. Our contemporary, colourful, and inclusive products appeal across many sectors and our extensive range is sufficiently diverse to 
offer choices for every environment.   

  
 

 

 

Supporter, Timberplay: 

Timberplay are one of the most respected names within the play industry. Preferred supplier to many Landscape Architects, Timberplay offer a huge range of over 700 play 
products. Timberplay believe the landscape is key in creating exceptional play areas and are adept at working collaboratively on projects with their own in-house team of 

http://www.greenblue.com/
mailto:Enquiries@greenblueurban.com
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Landscape Architects. Partners of world-renowned Richter Spielgeräte, Timberplay are proud to offer educational CPDs, site visits and intensive study tours to support the 

development of a greater understanding of the world of play.  
 

 

 

 

 

 


